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Abstract: To address the challenges of low accuracy and poor robustness of traditional single prediction models for blast furnace molten iron temperature, a hybrid model that integrates the improved complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition with adaptive noise, kernel principal component analysis, support vector regression and radial basis function neural network is proposed for precise and stable iron temperature prediction. First, the complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition is employed to decompose the time series of iron temperature, yielding several intrinsic mode functions. Second, kernel principal component analysis is used to reduce the dimensionality of the multi-dimensional key variables from the steel production process, extracting the major features of these variables. Then, in conjunction with the K-means algorithm, support vector regression is utilized to predict the first column of the decomposed sequence, which contains the most informative content, evaluated using the Pearson correlation coefficient method and permutation entropy calculation. Finally, radial basis function neural network is applied to predict the remaining time series of iron temperature, resulting in the cumulative prediction. Results demonstrate that compared to traditional single models, the mean absolute percentage error is reduced by 54.55\%, and the root mean square error is improved by 49.40\%. This novel model provides a better understanding of the dynamic temperature variations in iron, and achieves a hit rate of 94.12\% within a range of ±5°C. Consequently, this work offers theoretical support for real-time control of blast furnace molten iron temperature and
holds practical significance for ensuring the stability of blast furnace smelting and implementing intelligent metallurgical processes.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid industrialization of the world, energy consumption in industry has been increasing and inefficient use of energy consumption and waste of limited resources has led to excessive carbon emissions [1]. The ferrous metals manufacturing industry (i.e., steel industry) is considered one of the highest energy-consuming and carbon-emitting sectors, and it is also one of the largest energy-consuming manufacturing industries globally [2]. This industry heavily relies on coal and other fossil fuels for production, resulting in substantial emissions of carbon dioxide, accounting for approximately 4% to 5% of the total global anthropogenic carbon emissions. According to the reports from the International Energy Agency, the carbon dioxide (i.e., CO\(_2\)) emissions from the manufacturing industry account for 40% of world carbon dioxide emissions, with the steel manufacturing sector being the largest contributor, making up around 27% of the global manufacturing sector [3].

In terms of the metallurgical industry, the process of iron smelting in blast furnaces is one of the crucial steps in the reduction and production process. The physical temperature of molten iron constitutes approximately 50% of the total heat input during the entire process. Therefore, effectively controlling the blast furnace molten iron temperature within a reasonable range is essential for reducing the energy consumption in the reduction smelting process [4]. In other words, temperature control is one of the important indicators of product quality [5,6]. To achieve stable pig iron quality and consistent blast furnace performance, the temperature of hot metal should be maintained within a stable range. The stable temperature inside the furnace determines the composition and quality of hot metal, ensuring the smooth operation of the blast furnace [7]. Besides ensuring the highest product quality, reducing production costs is vital for the economic viability of enterprises. Hence, the establishment of a closed-loop process model that accurately predicts the status of the system could significantly reduce production costs [8]. However, directly measuring the blast furnace molten iron temperature is often a challenging task due to the complex dynamics and high-temperature characteristics of the smelting process [9,10].

Due to the complex combustion processes and interactions among multiple key variables inside the blast furnace, the iron temperature exhibits nonlinear and non-steady-state characteristics [11]. Therefore, establishing a mechanistic model for accurately predicting the iron temperature is challenging, especially due to the lack of high-temperature thermodynamic and kinetic data, as well as the intricate dependencies among internal system variables and the three target variables under study [12]. In the past, expert systems were considered promising alternative solutions for blast furnace modeling. Some groundbreaking work has been accomplished in the field of expert systems [13,14]. Moreover, expert rules have been embedded in artificial and logical intelligent systems to supervise the process adequately. Expert rules provide temporary assumptions for each task under supervision, such as gas flow distribution or furnace temperature levels, followed by appropriate actions based on the outcomes of these temporary assumptions. However, these methods often overlook the complex
interactions among multiple key variables, leading to unstable model predictions [15]. In recent years, data-driven methods have gradually gained prominence in blast furnace modeling and process state evaluation. For instance, Jimenez and colleagues have employed a back propagation neural network (BP-NN) model to predict blast furnace iron temperature [16].

As the furnace temperature rises, the silicon content in molten iron gradually increases, and there is an approximately linear correlation between the silicon content in molten iron and temperature. Therefore, attributes closely related to iron temperature have selected as influencing factors from some studies [17,18] and data-driven algorithms have been employed to investigate the silicon content in molten iron and predict the molten iron temperature [19]. However, due to over-reliance on a single parameter and the high lag in silicon content in molten iron, there is necessity for further improvement in model stability. For instance, Su et al. [20] and Zhang et al. [21] have employed an extreme learning machine (ELM) for molten iron temperature prediction. In comparison to other neural networks, radial basis function neural networks (RBF-NN) exhibit the capability to approximate any nonlinear function with arbitrary precision, showcasing superior approximation, classification and global optimality. Furthermore, RBF-NN is local approximation network that omits the learning behavior of hidden layer weights, thus avoiding the time-consuming process of layer-by-layer error propagation. As a result, RBF-NN exhibits a rapid learning convergence speed. RBF-NN finds extensive applications in various simulation processes within the chemical industry [22,23]. Due to its effectiveness in handling non-linear relationships and its strong capabilities in dealing with high-dimensional data, the sample size requirement is not high [24]. Support vector machine (SVR) is suitable for predicting multi-dimensional related variables. In fact, SVR has been applied in complex, non-linear data modeling and prediction tasks including blast furnace modeling [25,26].

To address the issue of irregularity in the iron temperature time series, decomposition theory has been employed to process the original sequences, achieving promising results in predicting smelting temperatures [27], wind speeds [28] and fluid properties [29], among other areas. For instance, Wang et al. decomposed the hybrid mode of data, then predicted the decomposed components and finally reconstructed the predicted components to predict high-noise, non-stationary and nonlinear short-term CO₂ emissions with the same nature as hot metal temperature, and provided quantitative benchmarks for policy formulation [30]. By decomposing the original sequences, useful information could be successfully extracted. Notably, the improved complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition with adaptive noise (ICEEMDAN) method decomposes sequences into intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) with different frequencies and energy features, offering a better grasp of the details and changing trends in temperature signals with different frequency components. By extracting relevant features from temperature data, the method reduces the amount of decomposition, enhancing prediction accuracy and training speed and making the decomposition more accurate and interpretable. Therefore, it has gained widespread application in decomposition algorithms.

Furthermore, to address the issue of different modes and multi-layered trends in iron temperature, Cui et al. used the fuzzy C-means model to divide the parameter set of the integrated furnace temperature characterization, predicted the furnace parameters step by step to achieve dynamic prediction of hot metal silicon content, and adjusted the control parameters reversely to achieve accurate control of furnace temperature [31]. Fontes et al. applied fuzzy C-means to cluster similar data objects and separate different data objects, which improved the performance of the model [32]. Zhao et al. adopted the simple and easy K-means algorithm, and finally, the performance of the prediction model of molten iron temperature based on the K-means clustering label was further improved, and the accurate monitoring and prediction of molten iron temperature was realized [33]. Clustering analysis including K-means and other algorithms, known for their rapid convergence,
minimal hyperparameter adjustments and strong interpretability, has been used to group data objects based on certain attributes, forming multiple classes or clusters, i.e., different feature groups. This ensures the maximization of data object similarity within the same class or cluster and the maximization of differences between different classes or clusters. Subsequently, data within each cluster would be individually trained for corresponding predictions. In summary, decomposition theory and clustering concepts provide effective methods to address the challenges of iron temperature time series and the diverse modes and trends of iron temperature. A range of data analysis tools and techniques have been reported to meet diverse and complex needs.

While decomposition algorithms and clustering techniques contribute to a more thorough comprehension of features and trends in molten iron temperature data, potential issues arise from the IMFs generated by ICEEMDAN and the results of K-means clustering, particularly concerning the number of components and clusters. To optimize model efficiency and generalization capabilities, the kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) algorithm could be opted to efficiently reduce dimensions when handling high-dimensional data, mitigating the risk of model complexity induced by an excess of components and clusters [34]. In fact, the reduction in data dimensions facilitates the precise capture of critical features in molten iron temperature data, concurrently enhancing the model generalization prowess. Furthermore, KPCA excels in handling non-linear relationships, making it well-suited for addressing potential complex non-linear relationships within molten iron temperature data. This is pivotal for ensuring accurate and robust predictions. The decision to employ the KPCA algorithm is strategic, aiming to strike a balance in handling molten iron temperature data, optimizing model efficiency, streamlining structure and ensuring a comprehensive understanding of data features and trends.

In this work, this molten iron temperature prediction model utilizes various sets of data collected from the steel production process. It applies decomposition theory (i.e., ICEEMDAN) to decompose the molten iron temperature data, employs KPCA method for dimensionality reduction and utilizes clustering regression to predict IMF, which contains the highest information content. For the remaining sequences with a stronger temporal aspect, the RBF-NN is employed for training and prediction. The final step involves aggregating and reconstructing these results to obtain the ultimate prediction value.

The contribution of this work is that the ICEEMDAN is introduced to decompose the molten iron temperature series to deal with the problem of nonlinearity and disorder of the molten iron temperature series for the first time. Furthermore, the laws of IMF components that pass through ICEEMDAN are explored, and K-means, SVR and RBF-NN are used to predict the components with different laws, respectively. Overall, this model provides valuable guidance for on-site operators, aiding in stabilizing furnace operations and achieving real-time furnace control. The work not only guides the field of metallurgical and chemical industries but also may be applied to other nonlinear sequence prediction fields.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the experiment and related methods are provided. In Section 3, The decomposition algorithm and the processing results of related parameters are introduced, as well as the results and related indicators of the proposed model. In Section 4, the conclusions are provided, along with an outlook for future work.
2. Methods

2.1. Related algorithms

2.1.1. Data decomposition

Traditional methods for forecasting molten iron temperature often struggle to accurately predict abrupt changes, resulting in less precise model predictions. Decomposing molten iron temperature into multiple components with various frequencies and building separate forecasting models for each component is a highly effective and feasible solution. Among these methods, complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition with adaptive noise is an improvement over empirical mode decomposition. It effectively overcomes issues like modes mixing that occur after empirical mode decomposition. However, even with complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition with adaptive noise, the components obtained may still contain noise and pseudo modes. To address this, an improved approach (i.e., ICEEMDAN) is introduced. In fact, the $k$-th mode component IMF is derived from empirical mode decomposition with added white noise but not direct addition of Gaussian white noise during the traditional decomposition process. The specific steps of the ICEEMDAN are as follows.

1. Incorporate a set of white noise $w^i(t)$ into the molten iron temperature sequence $x(t)$, where $x^i(t)$ is constructed as

$$x^i(t) = x(t) + \zeta_0 E_1[w^i(t)]$$

to generate the sequence corresponding to this set a white noise $r_1(t)$. Subsequently, the first residual component $r_1(t)$ is obtained by

$$r_1(t) = \langle N(x^1(t)) \rangle,$$

where $N(x^1(t))$ represents the calculation of the local mean of the data sequence $x^1(t)$.

2. The IMF is computed by

$$\text{IMF}_1 = x(t) - r_1(t) = x(t) - \langle N(x^1(t)) \rangle,$$

where $\text{IMF}_1$ refer as to the first IMF.

3. Construct the sequence

$$x^2(t) = x(t) + \zeta_0 E_2[w^i(t)]$$

resulting in the second residual component

$$r_2(t) = \langle N(x^2(t)) \rangle.$$  

The second intrinsic mode function $\text{IMF}_2$ is calculated by

$$\text{IMF}_2 = x(t) - r_2(t) = x(t) - \langle N(x(t) + \zeta_0 E_2[w^i(t)]) \rangle,$$

where $E_2(\cdot)$ represents the second IMF which is generated by the empirical mode decomposition of white noise $w^i(t)$, $\zeta_1$ is the signal-to-noise ratio for the added noise divided by the standard deviation of this noise component $E_2(\cdot)$, and $N(x^2(t))$ denotes the calculation of the local mean of the data sequence $x^2(t)$.

4. Repeating the above step, the corresponding residual component and the IMF can be obtained.
by
\[
\begin{align*}
\{r_k(t) &= \langle N(r_k(t) + \zeta_{k-1}E_k[w^i(t)]) \rangle, \\
\text{IMF}_k &= r_{k-1}(t) - r_k(t). \\
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

where \(r_k(t)\) refers as the \(k\)-th residual component and \(\text{IMF}_k\) refers as the \(k\)-th IMF.

2.1.2. Dimension reduction

KPCA would be a technique used for dimensionality reduction of temperature data and capable of handling nonlinear relationships within temperature data. It has been considered as a nonlinear extension of the principal component analysis method. Its core idea involves mapping the original temperature data through a nonlinear function into a high-dimensional space, where the primary features of the temperature data are identified. In terms of the applications for predicting molten iron temperature, KPCA could help operators better understand complex temperature data and improves the performance of predictive models. The computation procedure of KPCA is provided as follows.

(1) The covariance matrix of temperature data mapped in the high-dimensional space is given by
\[
cov = \frac{1}{N}\sum_{i=1}^{N} \phi(x_i)(x_i)^T,
\]

(5)

where \(\text{cov}\) refers as the covariance matrix.

(2) By applying the above equation, the characteristic equation could be derived by
\[
\lambda \cdot w = \text{cov} \cdot w,
\]

(6)

where \(\lambda\) represents the eigenvalue, and \(w\) is the corresponding eigenvector.

(3) With the help of transforming, the above equation can be rewritten by
\[
\lambda \cdot [\phi(x_j), w] = [\phi(x_j), \text{cov} \cdot w],
\]

(7)

where \(w\) can be replaced with
\[
w = \sum_{i=1}^{N} v_i \phi(x_i).
\]

(8)

(4) Thus, the above equation can be rewritten by
\[
\lambda \sum_{i=1}^{N} v_i [\phi(x_j), \phi(x_i)] = \frac{1}{N}\sum_{i=1}^{N} v_i [\phi(x_j), \sum_{k=1}^{N} \phi(x_k)][\phi(x_k), \phi(x_i)].
\]

(9)

(5) By introducing the kernel function, the projection of the mapped temperature data in the high-dimensional space can be calculated as
\[
\text{Proj}_k = \sum_{i=1}^{N} v_i^j \cdot \text{Ker}(x_i, x_j) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} v_i^j \cdot [\phi(x_i), \phi(x_j)],
\]

(10)

where the kernel function employed in this paper is Gaussian kernel function.

2.1.3. Series prediction

(1) K-means clustering is an iterative data analysis algorithm. Its principle is to divide the data into \(K\) groups and initially select \(K\) objects randomly as cluster centers. The distance between each object and all the cluster centroids was calculated, and each object was assigned to the nearest cluster centroid. The centroids of the clusters and the objects assigned to them represent a cluster. In this work,
there are 64 temperature data points are used for clustering, and $K$ is defined as 2 according to the amount of temperature data. Use the Euclidean distance to figure out which cluster to put in. The steps to determine the cluster to which a new temperature data point belongs are outlined below. Compute the Euclidean distance between the new temperature data point and the cluster centers. For a new temperature data point, the Euclidean distance between it and each cluster center can be computed. Therefore, the Euclidean distance is computed by

$$d = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - y_i)^2},$$

where $d$ is the Euclidean distance, $n$ represents the temperature data point dimensionality, indicating the number of features in the temperature data point, $x_i$ stands for the $i$-th feature value of the new temperature data point and $y_i$ denotes the $i$-th feature value of the cluster center. Subsequently, the new temperature data point is assigned to the cluster with the shortest Euclidean distance. Specifically, the Euclidean distance from the new temperature data point to each cluster center could be compared. If the distance to Cluster 1 is shorter than that to Cluster 2, the new temperature data point is assigned to Cluster 1. Conversely, if the distance to Cluster 2 is shorter, it is allocated to Cluster 2.

(2) Support vector machine is a supervised learning method, which can effectively reveal the correlation between the influencing factors and the target value. Here, K-means cluster analysis is combined with SVR to divide the temperature data into clusters with similar characteristics, which facilitates the identification of potential patterns and clusters within the data. Theoretically, SVR is a regression algorithm built upon the principles of support vector machine. Its functional construction is equivalent to solving a quadratic programming problem. The function involved in solving this problem is given by

$$\min_{\alpha, \alpha^*} \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j=1}^{l} (\alpha_i - \alpha_i^*) (\alpha_j - \alpha_j^*) \times (\varphi(x_i) \varphi(x_j)) + \varepsilon \sum_{i=1}^{l} (\alpha_i + \alpha_i^*) - \sum_{i=1}^{l} y_i (\alpha_i - \alpha_i^*),$$

where

$$0 \leq \alpha_i, \alpha_i^* \leq C$$

and

$$\sum_{i=1}^{l} (\alpha_i^* - \alpha_i) = 0.$$

The obtained regression function is given by

$$f(x) = \omega \varphi(x) + b = \sum_{i=1}^{l} (\alpha_i - \alpha_i^*) K(x_i, x) + b,$$

where $K(x_i, x)$ is the kernel function. Here, the Gaussian kernel function is given by

$$K(x_i, x_j) = \varphi(x_i) \varphi(x_j) = \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} |x_i - x_j|^2 \right).$$

(3) RBF-NN method which has been primarily used for nonlinear functions is a feedforward network consisting of three layers. The fundamental structure of the RBF-NN comprises three components including the input layer, the radial basis layer (hidden layer) and the output layer, with fully connected nodes between these layers, as depicted in Figure 1.
Since the hidden layer consists of RBF-NN, it can directly map the input vector into the hidden space, eliminating the need for weighted connections. Consequently, the connection weights between the input layer and the hidden layer are all set to 1. The hidden layer accomplishes the nonlinear projection of the input vector, while the output layer is responsible for the final linear weighted summation. The activation function of RBF-NN can be defined by

$$R(x_p - c_i) = \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \|x_p - c_i\|^2 \right),$$

where $\|x_p - c_i\|$ refers as the Euclidean norm, $c$ refers as the center of the Gaussian function and $\sigma$ refers as the variance of the Gaussian function. For $j = 1, 2, \cdots, n$, the output of RBF-NN can be calculated by

$$y_j = \sum_{i=1}^{h} \omega_{ij} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \|x_p - c_i\|^2 \right),$$

where $x_p = (x_1^p, x_2^p, \cdots, x_m^p)^T$ refers as the $p$-th input sample, $c_i$ refers as the center of the node in the hidden layer of the network, $\omega_{ij}$ refers as the weight from the hidden layer to the output layer, $i = 1, 2, \cdots, h$ refers as the number of nodes in the hidden layer and $y_j$ refers as the $j^{th}$ actual output. Let $d$ be the output expectation value of the sample, and the variance $\sigma$ of the function can be calculated by

$$\sigma = \frac{1}{p} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \left( \|d_j - y_{ij}c_i\|^2 \right).$$

2.2. Proposed hybrid model

Figure 2 shows the process of establishing the hybrid model of hot blast furnace molten iron temperature. Initially, the molten iron temperature data is decomposed into different frequency components and energy terms, including intrinsic mode functions and a residual component, using the ICEEMDAN method. Subsequently, the relevant parameters derived from KPCA and IMF$_1$ are employed for clustering. SVR is trained for prediction, and models are applied to predict the remaining IMFs and residual component. The final step involves aggregating and reconstructing the predicted values.
Figure 2. Flowchart of the hybrid model proposed in this work.

This new model encompasses the following key steps.

1. The molten iron temperature and its related data are preprocessed. The parameter data of independent variables were standardized and transformed into a standard normal distribution with mean between 0 and 1 to eliminate the dimensional differences between different parameters. KPCA is used to reduce the dimension of the relevant parameters.

2. The molten iron temperature sequence is decomposed by ICEEMDAN. ICEEMDAN is employed to decompose the time series of molten iron temperature. The temperature data is extracted as IMFs, and $R$ is obtained through iteration. This process effectively breaks down the non-stationary and nonlinear complex sequence into a series of more regular sub-sequences.

3. The molten iron temperature and related parameters are clustered. IMFs and KPCA-reduced relevant parameters are extracted, and a suitable value for $k$ is selected based on the data characteristics for clustering. Data points are divided into $k$ clusters.

4. Model modeling of the processed time series and related data. For each of the $K$ clusters, SVR models are trained and applied for predicting IMF$_1$. As for the remaining IMFs and $R$ sequences, RBF-NN is employed for temperature prediction.

5. The performance of the proposed model was evaluated by different evaluation indicators. The results of predictions for individual clusters and sequences are superimposed to reconstruct the overall molten iron temperature prediction. Evaluation metrics including mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), root mean squared error (RMSE), hit ratio (HR) and Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) are used for assessment and provided as follows.

2.3. Evaluation metrics

2.3.1. Model evaluation

To evaluate the model prediction accuracy, the following four error metrics: MAPE, RMSE, HR and PCC are used here and given by
where $y_i$ is the actual molten iron temperature, $\hat{y}_i$ is the predicted molten iron temperature, $N$ is the length of the predicted series, $\operatorname{hit}(i)$ represents the condition in which the predicted value falls within a±5°C range of the actual value, $\operatorname{cov}$ is the covariance operator, $\sigma_{y_i}$ is the standard deviation of the actual molten iron temperature time series and $\sigma_{\hat{y}_i}$ is the standard deviation of the predicted molten iron temperature time series. MAPE and RMSE provide quantitative assessments of the absolute extent of errors. Smaller MAPE and RMSE values indicate smaller prediction errors, signifying higher accuracy. MAPE is used to calculate the average percentage error, which represents the average percentage difference between the predicted value and the actual value, and can be compared across different datasets and problems.

Moreover, RMSE considers the square of errors, providing a measurement of the overall error magnitude. Furthermore, HR finds extensive utility in industrial applications, particularly in the realm of molten iron temperature prediction. HR measures a model ability to predict values within a±5°C range of actual values. In numerous industrial scenarios, ensuring accuracy within a specific temperature range is of paramount importance, directly impacting the quality and safety of production processes. Last, PCC is employed to gauge the linear relationship between predicted values and actual values. It furnishes information about the strength of the association between two variables, with values closer to 1 or –1 indicating a stronger linear relationship. The comprehensive application of these metrics aids operators or engineers in evaluating various models for molten iron temperature prediction, guiding model selection and refinement, ultimately optimizing industrial processes.

### 2.3.2. Permutation entropy

Permutation entropy would be a nonlinear method for detecting abrupt changes in temperature data and offers a concise way to describe complex systems that were previously challenging to quantify. The magnitude of the permutation entropy value $H_p(m)$ can represent the complexity of a time series. Time series that are more orderly correspond to smaller values of permutation entropy, while more complex time series correspond to larger permutation entropy values. The calculation process is simple and it exhibits high resistance to interference and robustness. Assuming that $\{x_i\}$ is a one-dimensional time series, embedded in a dimension is $m$ with a time delay of $\tau$. The sliding window $(m, \tau)$ that sequentially passes through the current sequence, and the one-dimensional time series would be reconstructed by

$$
Y = \begin{bmatrix}
x_1 & x_1+\tau & \cdots & x_1+(m-1)\tau \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
x_j & x_j+\tau & \cdots & x_j+(m-1)\tau \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
x_k & x_k+\tau & \cdots & x_k+(m-1)\tau 
\end{bmatrix},
$$

where $i = 1, 2, \cdots, N$, $m > 1$, $\tau > 0$ and each row of the matrix serves as a reconstruction component is given by
\[ Y_j = [x_j, x_{j+r}, \ldots, x_{j+(m-1)r}], \]  

where for \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, k \). The reconstruction components are arranged in ascending order based on their numerical values, resulting in a total of \( m! \) possible permutations. Using \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k \) to represent the probabilities of occurrence for each permutation, permutation entropy is defined by

\[ H_D(m) = -\sum_{i=1}^{k} P_i \ln (P_i), \]

where the values of \( m \) is selected according to open literature [35].

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1. Data description and pre-processing

In this work, an on-site dataset comprising 80 data points from a metallurgical factory were utilized to validate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed hybrid model. The smelting process involved mine, which has a significant impact on the blast furnace operation. As a result, the furnace conditions often exhibit substantial fluctuations, increasing the complexity of the modeling task. Modeling with these data enables effective testing of the model generalization performance. Parameters with a substantial impact on blast furnace temperature were chosen for the investigation. Considering the complexity of the blast furnace smelting environment and the potential for equipment malfunctions affecting data integrity, missing values in the sample data were addressed using the mean imputation method. Due to the relatively limited sample size and the collection of data during stable blast furnace operation, the dataset underwent preprocessing. The numerical ranges of molten iron temperature and related parameters are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable name</th>
<th>Variable description</th>
<th>Value range</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>molten iron temperature</td>
<td>1492.5~1519</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X₁</td>
<td>silicon content</td>
<td>0.43~0.73</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X₂</td>
<td>blowing rate</td>
<td>4775~5050</td>
<td>m³·min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X₃</td>
<td>coal injection</td>
<td>13~17</td>
<td>kg·t⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X₄</td>
<td>oxygen enrichment rate</td>
<td>0.79~1.19</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X₅</td>
<td>permeability</td>
<td>26585~26924</td>
<td>ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X₆</td>
<td>wind temperature</td>
<td>1040~1060</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X₇</td>
<td>blast furnace top pressure</td>
<td>0.184~0.186</td>
<td>kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X₈</td>
<td>comprehensive load</td>
<td>3.10~3.22</td>
<td>kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X₉</td>
<td>gas utilization rate</td>
<td>40.97~46.04</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After preprocessing, the numerical ranges of the molten iron temperature are 1492.5°C to 1519°C, silicon content ranges from 0.43% to 0.73%, the blowing rate varies between 4775 and 5050 m³·min⁻¹, coal injection ranges from 13 to 17 kg·t⁻¹, oxygen enrichment rate varies between 0.79% and 1.19%, permeability ranges from 26294 to 26585 ml, wind temperature varies between 1040°C and 1060°C, blast furnace top pressure is in the range of 0.184 kPa to 0.186 kPa, comprehensive load is between 3.10 kPa and 3.22 kPa and gas utilization rate varies from 40.97% to 46.04%. These parameters provide
critical data concerning molten iron production and blast furnace operations, enabling the monitoring and control of the smelting process to ensure production stability and quality.

Considering the diverse units and dimensions of the smelting data relevant parameters, the execution of data standardization is a pivotal procedure to ensure the effectiveness of modeling and investigation. The fundamental objective of data standardization is to mitigate the potential impact of varying magnitude among different parameters on the modeling outcomes. The minimum-maximum normalization method is employed to map all parameters onto a uniform scale, typically within the range of 0 to 1. This practice contributes to maintaining consistency in both modeling and investigation. The scatter plot of standardized relevant parameters is depicted in Figure 3. As illustrated in this figure, the scatter plot of standardized sample data for the relevant parameters exhibits a consistent data range. This further enhances our comprehension of the relationships among these parameters, ultimately improving the accuracy and interpretability of our modeling efforts. This standardization process plays a pivotal role in ensuring the scientific rigor and reliability.

In parallel, to reduce the data dimensionality and enhance computational efficiency, the KPCA method is applied to investigate nine variables (i.e., factors affecting molten iron temperature) within the input blast furnace molten iron model. The results of this investigation are presented in Table 2. Based on two scientific evaluation criteria, variance contribution rate and cumulative variance contribution rate, parameter selection was performed to eliminate less influential feature parameters in predicting. The first seven principal components were identified, with their cumulative variance contribution rate exceeding 90%. This observation signifies that these seven principal components effectively capture most of the dataset information, simultaneously reducing data dimensionality while preserving data richness. As a result, these seven principal components were retained for subsequent investigation and modeling. This selection process contributes to data simplification, reduction of redundancy, improved modeling efficiency and ultimately, ensures that the predefined objectives would be achieved with greater accuracy and efficiency.

Figure 3. Normalized line chart of related factors in terms of original data.
Table 2. The calculation results of relevant parameters using KPCA method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Eigenvalues</th>
<th>Eigenvalue variance contribution (%)</th>
<th>Cumulative variance contribution (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>16.64</td>
<td>16.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td>30.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>13.88</td>
<td>44.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>13.11</td>
<td>57.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>12.89</td>
<td>70.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>11.41</td>
<td>82.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>91.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>8.49</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Characteristics based on ICEEMDAN

To fully extract the regular features in complex signals to enhance prediction performance, the ICEEMDAN algorithm is utilized to decompose 80 sets of data. During this process, the noise standard deviation is set to 1, the number of realizations is a specific value and the maximum allowed sifting iteration is 5000. Figure 4 presents the decomposition results of the original molten iron temperature sequence, comprising five modal components and one residual component, each characterized by different frequency scales.

Figure 4. Results of iron temperature decomposition using ICEEMDAN.

Additionally, the Pearson correlation coefficients between each modal component and the residual component with the original time series are computed. By the presentation in this figure, the ICEEMDAN method is applied to decompose the temperature dataset, resulting in five IMFs and one residue. This decomposition process exhibits a distinct trend, with the frequency of oscillations...
gradually decreasing as more IMFs are added, leading to a gradual smoothing of the data. Findings highlight the excellent performance of the ICEEMDAN decomposition method in capturing local features and periodic variations within the sequence. This implies a better understanding of crucial characteristics within the data, including local peaks and troughs, as well as other nonlinear changes. This decomposition process contributes to providing more accurate and reliable input data for subsequent predictive models. Additionally, it offers a richer data representation that can be utilized for more in-depth investigation and modeling.

IMF\textsubscript{1} demonstrates a notably strong correlation with the original sequence compared to other modal components, with a correlation coefficient as high as 0.7680. This observation reveals that IMF\textsubscript{1} encapsulates highly relevant feature information from the original dataset, encompassing the primary trends, periodic components and key information related to the original molten iron temperature sequence. This emphasizes the pivotal role of IMF\textsubscript{1} in the decomposition process. Due to its close association with the original sequence, IMF\textsubscript{1} proves highly effective in describing the overall dynamic characteristics of the molten iron temperature, thereby enhancing the reliability of modeling for capturing future trends and changes. Furthermore, IMF\textsubscript{1} provides insights into significant signal characteristics within the original temperature data, including primary trends and prominent periodic components. Particularly, for forecasting tasks necessitating an in-depth comprehension of the dynamic properties of molten iron temperature, the relevance of IMF\textsubscript{1} positions it as a critical modeling element, facilitating a better understanding and prediction of the complex behavior of molten iron temperature.

To further investigate the relationship between the decomposed sequences and time series, permutation entropy is employed to quantify the complexity of time series and the molten iron temperature sequence, as illustrated in Figure 5. In the calculation of permutation entropy, m=5 and t=1. This investigation serves to explore the latent associations between these sequences, providing us with additional insights for a more comprehensive understanding of the dynamic characteristics of molten iron temperature. By observing this figure, it can be noticed that as the number of modal components increases, the permutation entropy values continuously decrease, reaching 0.27574 for the final modal component IMF\textsubscript{5} and 0.03356 for the residual. In contrast, the permutation entropy of IMF\textsubscript{1} is 0.65027, and the permutation entropy of the original molten iron temperature sequence is 0.65528, with little significant difference between them.

![Figure 5. Arrangement entropy values for the original molten iron temperature sequence and the decomposed sequences.](image)

This indicates that, during the decomposition process, with the increasing IMFs, the complexity of the sequence gradually decreases, as reflected in the decreasing trend of permutation entropy values. This trend suggests that in the initial IMFs, especially IMF\textsubscript{1}, most of the information and complexity from the original data are retained, making it a modal component with high information content.
Therefore, IMF$_1$ maintains a relatively high level of complexity in describing molten iron temperature, and its permutation entropy is very close to that of the original data sequence.

This observation provides insights into the loss of information during the decomposition process and emphasizes the importance of IMF$_1$ in retaining data complexity and essential features. IMF$_1$ retains the same level of complexity as the original data while preserving critical information from the original dataset. Therefore, through visual observation of the decomposed sequences, correlation analysis and permutation entropy analysis, this study chooses to use IMF$_1$ for regression modeling rather than employing other parameters for time series modeling. The primary consideration is that sequence one contains unique characteristics and causal relationships related to molten iron temperature compared to other sequences. Additionally, this decision simplifies the modeling process and reduces complexity, ensuring that the model is both effective and efficient in capturing the dynamics of molten iron temperature.

### 3.3. Model prediction and comparison

The temperature data of blast furnace hot metal after ICEEMDAN decomposition is used for a specific purpose. IMF$_1$ and related parameters are dimensionally reduced and then subjected to K-means clustering, dividing the data into two clusters. These two clusters are then separately input into SVR for training and testing. The training and testing data sets are split in an 8:2 ratio, with 63 data points used for training and 17 data points for testing. The training and testing of RBF-NN are also performed. The remaining IMFs and residual are used for further exploration. In this setup, each sample is input into an RBF-NN with a sample length of 4, meaning it uses the first four temperature data points to predict the following temperature data point. The parameters of the eight model are set as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Training parameters in terms of the various existing and proposed models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Related training parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BP-NN</td>
<td>Iteration count is 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error threshold is $1 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning rate is 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penalty factor is $c=4.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>Radial basis function parameter is $g=0.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penalty factor is $c=4.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPCA-SVR</td>
<td>Radial basis function parameter is $g=0.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of hidden layer nodes is 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELM</td>
<td>Activation function is sigmoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICEEMDAN-ELM</td>
<td>Number of hidden layer nodes is 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activation function is sigmoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF-NN</td>
<td>Radial basis function spread is 8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICEEMDAN-RBF-NN</td>
<td>Radial basis function spread is 8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>$K=2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid model SVR</td>
<td>Penalty factor is $c=4.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid model RBF-NN</td>
<td>Radial basis function parameter $g=0.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radial basis function spread is 8000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The prediction results are depicted in Figure 6. As shown in this figure, the proposed hybrid model can accurately forecast temperature fluctuations. The alignment between the model output curve and the actual data curve is quite high. This approach is beneficial for effective advanced temperature control in the furnace.

![Figure 6. Results of the hybrid model and temperature predictions of the other seven models for molten iron temperature.](image)

To thoroughly validate the performance of the proposed model, a comparative study was conducted with four classical prediction methods. The compared models include BP-NN, SVR, RBF-NN and ELM models. Additionally, comparative experiments were conducted using ICEEMDAN-ELM and ICEEMDAN-RBF-NN models to assess the improvements brought by the ICEEMDAN algorithm in model performance. To quantitatively evaluate the model performance, several metrics were used. In fact, MAPE measures the average deviation of the forecasted results from the actual results, RMSE represents the degree of deviation between model predictions and measurement reference values, PCC characterizes the correlation between the prediction curve and the actual curve and HR tests the accuracy of the model predictions. The results of these evaluations are presented in Table 4.

As indicated in Table 5: (1) from the perspective of prediction accuracy and reliability, the composite model proposed in this paper achieves a MAPE of 0.15 and an RMSE of 2.94, both significantly lower than those of traditional models. Specifically, the MAPE and RMSE are reduced by 54.55% and 49.40% compared to BP-NN, 50.00% and 53.18% compared to SVR, 54.55% and 56.83% compared to ELM and 46.43% and 53.33% compared to RBF-NN. This demonstrates a substantial improvement in prediction accuracy and reliability with the new composite model. (2) Considering the overall performance of the model, the proposed model achieves a PCC of 0.87, indicating a strong correlation between the predicted results and the actual values. In contrast, traditional models exhibit only a weak correlation (i.e., 0.44, 0.73, 0.77 and 0.72 higher than traditional models). The proposed model shows a stronger ability to capture underlying patterns. (3) From the
perspective of hit rates, the proposed model achieves hit rates as high as 94.12% when allowing an error margin of ±5. This represents a significant improvement over traditional models (i.e., an increase of 41.18%, 29.41%, 23.53% and 17.65% compared to traditional models). These results demonstrate that within an acceptable error range, the proposed model consistently performs well and is more reliable. (4) Compared to single models, the use of the ICEEMDAN algorithm significantly enhances the prediction accuracy and hit rate of the composite model. This enhancement is particularly noticeable in the PCC metric, where models employing the ICEEMDAN algorithm outperform single models. ICEEMDAN-ELM exhibits a 0.69 increase in PCC compared to the ELM model, and ICEEMDAN-RBF-NN shows a 0.63 increase in PCC compared to the RBF-NN model. This suggests that the use of decomposition algorithms can improve the model prediction stability. (5) Furthermore, compared to ICEEMDAN-ELM and ICEEMDAN-RBF-NN models that use decomposition algorithms, the combination of K-means and SVR to enhance the first decomposed sequence (i.e., IMF_1) has a significant impact. Hit rates are increased by 23.23% and 11.77%, respectively. It is indicated that the composite model proposed here is better suited for iron water temperature prediction, as evidenced by the lower MAE and RMSE values and the PCC value close to 1, demonstrating its excellence in accuracy, stability and interpretability. (6) In comparison to ICEEMDAN-RBF-NN model, the proposed novel model exhibits improvements in all four indicators including MAPE, RMSE, PCC and HR (i.e., with increases of 16.67%, 21.81%, 11.54% and 14.29%, respectively). This indicates that after undergoing ICEEMDAN decomposition, the specific treatment of the IMF_1 sequence, which contains the original information and is the most complex, is crucial for enhancing accuracy.

Table 5. Evaluation indices of predictions obtained by the proposed model and other comparative models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>HR (±5)</th>
<th>PCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BP-NN</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>52.94%</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RBF-NN</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>76.47%</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ELM</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>70.59%</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>64.71%</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>KPCA-SVR</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>58.82%</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ICEEMDAN-ELM</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>70.59%</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ICEEMDAN-RBF-NN</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>82.35%</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hybrid model</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>94.12%</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

To enhance the predictive accuracy of the blast furnace temperature forecasting model, a composite model incorporating ICEEMDAN, K-means, SVR and RBF-NN techniques for molten iron temperature prediction are proposed and validated. This new model amalgamates the strengths of ICEEMDAN, K-means, SVR and RBF-NN, enabling effective modeling and prediction of the intricate characteristics within the iron water temperature in the blast furnace smelting process. The findings reveal the following.

(1) The application of decomposition techniques facilitates the superior extraction of pertinent features from the temperature data. This, in turn, enhances prediction accuracy and provides a more
A precise and interpretable decomposition of the iron water temperature sequence.

(2) In comparison to traditional models including BP-NN, SVR and ELM, the new model exhibits a higher degree of precision in forecasting iron water temperature, thereby increasing the reliability and stability of the forecasted temperature.

(3) Simultaneously exploring the relationships between relevant factors and time series enables a deeper understanding of the complexities involved in the blast furnace smelting process. This in-depth investigation contributes valuable insights to the prediction model.

(4) Within the ICEEMDAN decomposition of furnace temperature time series, the first decomposed sequence, namely IMF₁, demonstrates similarities in terms of correlation and sample entropy when compared to the rest of the sequences. It is suggested that IMF₁ contains a substantial portion of the original sequence fluctuation information, indicating its significance and merit.

In summary, our findings in this paper demonstrate the effectiveness and improvements of the proposed hybrid model in predicting molten iron temperatures. Despite the current limited sample size of datasets of molten iron temperature, this work provides valuable insights for optimizing and controlling the blast furnace smelting process and holds significant potential for various applications. Future work could involve expanding the model application scope, and considering more real-world scenarios and factors to further enhance prediction accuracy and reliability. However, the need for interpretability is crucial for deploying intelligent algorithms as ironmaking processes undergo digital transformation. That aim is to enhance overall model understanding, improving its robustness and adaptability to diverse production environments. Therefore, future work would also focus on utilizing interpretable models or methods to offer a more intuitive understanding, aiming to guide the effective implementation of digitalization in iron and steel production. In that sense, upcoming indispensable efforts would specifically explore the impact of larger sample sizes on establishing the molten iron temperature model.
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